Selective vulnerability of corticocortical and hippocampal circuits in aging and Alzheimer's disease.
Alzheimer's disease (AD), a classic neurodegenerative disorder, is characterized by extensive yet selective neuron death in the neocortex and hippocampus that leads to dramatic decline in cognitive abilities and memory. Crucial subsets of pyramidal cells and their projections are particularly vulnerable. A more modest disruption of memory occurs often in normal aging, yet such functional decline does not appear to be accompanied by significant neuron death. However, the same circuits that are devastated through degeneration in AD are vulnerable to sublethal age-related biochemical and morphologic shifts that alter synaptic transmission, and thereby impair function. For example, in the monkey neocortex, pyramidal cells that are homologous to those that degenerate in AD do not degenerate with aging, yet they lose spines, suggesting that an age-related synaptic disruption has occurred. Such age-related synaptic alterations have also been reported in hippocampus. For example, NMDA receptors are decreased in certain hippocampal circuits with aging. NMDA receptors are also responsive to circulating estrogen levels, thus interactions between reproductive senescence and brain aging may also affect excitatory synaptic transmission in the hippocampus. Thus, the aging synapse may be the key to age-related memory decline, whereas neuron death is the more prominent and problematic culprit in AD.